Product guide
F534, F535, F560, F561 Roomscapes display shelves

IMPORTANT

Save these instructions for reference

Recommended use
The 143 cm posts are designed to be used with the Display
shelves and Whiteboard panels and the 81 cm high Tray units.
The Whiteboard panels and Display shelves can also be used
with the 61 cm high Tray units with the appropriate length
post.

WARNING
c  This product is intended for use by children of immature judgment,
therefore supervision is required at all times.
c  Using the 143 cm post to stack Roomscapes items on other than
the recommended tray units may create unstable configurations.
The added depth of the tray unit is needed to stabilize the display
combinations.
c  Never use the 143 cm post with other Roomscape panels or
shelving units.
c  The whiteboard panels and display shelves are designed to be used
on top of a tray unit and are not designed to be used on the floor.

CAUTION

Assembly
The Whiteboard panels and Display shelves require two posts to
stabilise them. The posts must equal the combined height of the tray
unit and the shelf or panel on top of it.
If your shipment is incomplete, please call customer service.
Almost all of our packaging is recyclable (cardboard and
LDPE). Please recycle in accordance with local guidelines.

Construction
The wooden components are birch or birch plywood with a child-safe
finish.
The whiteboard panel is made of enameled steel and brushed nylon on
a polypropylene core.
The posts are moulded plastic.

User modifications
We cannot be responsible for modifications made by customers to our
products in the field without our supervision, testing, or evaluation.

Ordering parts
To order replacement parts, contact customer service with a description
of the part(s) needed and the ID code from the product.
Use only replacement parts supplied by Community Playthings.

c  For indoor use only.

Maintenance
Periodically inspect for cracks, breaks, loose parts, missing parts, and/
or malfunctions. Remove the product from service if any condition
develops that might make operation unsafe.

Cleaning
The whiteboard can be cleaned using a soft dry cloth.
If the ink has been left on for a long time, rub clean with a dry cloth
and then use a cleaner recommended by the supplier of your whiteboard markers, or use a non-abrasive general purpose cleaner. Abrasive
cleaning agents will damage the whiteboard surface.
Steel magnets may scratch the whiteboard.
Wipe wooden parts with a damp cloth and mild detergent. Dry
immediately. Leaving water or cleaning agent on the surface may
damage the finish.
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